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October, 16
th

, 2014 

 

Silicon Studio's latest game, "Age of Ishtaria", is now available on Google Play! 

Get ready to Slice, Dice, and Smash in a brand new Action Battle RPG! 

 

Tokyo, Japan- October 16
th

- Silicon Studio, the international developer of acclaimed video games Bravely Default, 3D Dot 

Game Heroes, and YEBIS 2, the innovative next-gen middleware, is proud to announce the release of their next 

smartphone RPG, "Age of Ishtaria" on Google Play, and the Apple Play Store in the very near future. 

 

Offical Website: 

http://www.siliconstudio.co.jp/ishtaria/ 

 

 

 

 

■About Age of Ishtaria 

Age of Ishtaria is a beautifully-illustrated, fast-paced, action battle RPG. Players are able to mix and match devastating 

attacks to create their own crazy combos. From launching enemies into the air and slamming them right back down, to 

debuffing tough bosses and charging at them head on, users can change the course of battle as they see fit.  

 

Ishtaria also features a plentiful array of units, which may be enhanced and evolved for more intense gameplay; PVP 

Battles for more competitive players, and Raid Bosses/Guild Battles for those who like fighting alongside their friends. 

 

 

■Game Feature 

Flurry, Slice, Pound; these three types of attacks can be mixed together to bring out powerful combos! 

On top of combos, add skills into the mix and completely thrash foes in Battle! 

http://www.siliconstudio.co.jp/ishtaria/
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■Overview 

In a time far past, 

The Kingdom of Ishtaria, prosperous for over 1000 years, stood on the brink of oblivion. 

 

The coming of the Old Ones, combined with the endless appetite of STORM - a ravenous, malevolent force of unknown 

origins, threatened to end the world of men. 

 

The final blow never fell. 

A group of heroes gathered, and harnessing the power of the God Stones, shattered the darkness.  

 

Peace returned. 

 

Over time the horrors faded from the hearts and minds of the people. 
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The land healed. 

 

Until the day that STORM returned... 

 

In Age of Ishtaria, you'll command an army of heroes and slice, pound, and flail your way through dark, monster-infested 

dungeons. 

 

The land is in need of new heroes - will you take up the call? 

 

■Trailer 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-JL9MAU-SU 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-JL9MAU-SU
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■Download URL 

Google Play 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=jp.co.siliconstudio.sagaofishtaria 

 

App Store 

 

■Game Details: 

Title: Age of Ishtaria 

Genre: Action Battle RPG 

Device Requirements: Android 2.3 or higher 

Official Site: http://www.siliconstudio.co.jp/ishtaria/ 

Price: Free (In App Purchases Available) 

Copyright: ©Silicon Studio Corp., all rights reserved. 

 

ABOUT SILICON STUDIO 

 

Established in 2000, Silicon Studio© is an international company based in Tokyo, Japan, that delivers leading innovation in 

digital entertainment technology and content. Silicon Studio provides cutting-edge solutions in rendering technology, 

research and development methods, game content, post processing effects and online game solutions.  

 

From fundamental development to integration and implementation, Silicon Studio provides seamless support to all aspects 

of a client’s digital content needs and contributing to their success in creating groundbreaking and award winning 

interactive entertainment for current and next generation platforms.  

 

 

 

MEDIA CONTACT 

Global Business Development 

Silicon Studio Corporation 

0081 (3) 5488-7070 

pr@siliconstudio.co.jp 

 

The other company and product names used herein may be trademarks of their respective owners and are used for the 

benefit of those owners. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=jp.co.siliconstudio.sagaofishtaria
mailto:pr@siliconstudio.co.jp

